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Abstract: This essay is a series of reflections from five individuals regarding their 

student teaching experience in the world history classroom.  These reflections denote 

how they felt prepared and unprepared for the secondary world history classroom and 

their recommendations. 
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Introduction – Thomas Barker 

Sometime ago at a conference a fellow colleague in passing mentioned how in his 

world history course he often felt uncertain if he was providing information that was 

helpful for those who were preparing to be secondary social studies teachers that might 

one day take on the task of teaching world history.  As I started to offer him advice, I had 

come to realize that though I had discussed with those student teachers I had supervised 

about their teaching experience, I never really asked them if they felt ready to teach world 

history and what could have helped them to feel more prepared.  It was out of this 

uncertainty that I decided to ask for responses on what it was like to teach world history 

for the first time with the hope of sharing them with an audience that may also benefit 

from these responses.  

In trying to better understand what has helped and could be done to better prepare 

pre-service teachers to teach world history, I decided to solicit responses from student 

teachers under my supervision after they had completed their student teaching of a world 

history class.  To serve as a guiding point for their reflections I asked that they try and 

address four questions: 1) In what ways did you feel prepared to teach world history; 2) 

In what ways did you feel unprepared to teach world history; 3) What would have helped 

you to be better prepared; & 4) General information about the overall experience.  In 

addition, I asked them to be as candid and honest as possible.  

When looking at these responses, it is important to note that each of these 

individuals were in different school settings, but I think readers will see that they do share 

some similarities.  However, because of their responses, I feel that I need to provide some 

context of the teacher education program in secondary social studies at the University of 
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Kansas and the world history classroom in Kansas. Many of the reflections denote a lack 

of historical content knowledge and perhaps the need for more classes that would be 

beneficial for their preparation.  The University of Kansas does not offer what may be 

consider traditional survey courses in world history, where there is a two-course sequence 

going from prehistory to 1500 then from 1500 to the present.  Instead within the past 

three years a course focusing on modern themes from around 1500 to the present is 

offered, but varies by the instructor.  Though these particular students received their B.S. 

in Education, they are required to take twelve hours of U.S. and twelve hours of non-U.S. 

history.  In some instances, students choose to double major with their second degree in 

history.  In addition, these students taught for a whole academic year spending one-

semester in a middle/junior high school and the other semester in a high school. In 

Kansas, world history is typically taught at the 6
th
 grade and the 10

th
 grade.  The 6

th
 grade 

course covers material from prehistory to 1400, while the 10
th
 grade course continues the 

narrative from 1400 to the present. It is not uncommon for teachers to teach world history 

and one of the other social studies subjects, especially in rural school districts.  

These reflections are in order of when these individuals student taught.  Chris, 

Sarah, and Jason did their student teaching during the 2010 – 2011 academic year.  All 

three of them have ended up working within middle schools and ironically not teaching 

world history.  Leah and Jessica student taught during the 2011 – 2012 academic year and 

at the time of writing this are currently still looking for a teaching position, which has 

nothing to do with their ability to work in a classroom and is more about the lack of 

schools that are hiring.  This demonstrates one of the difficulties in trying to prepare 
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secondary social studies teachers in that there is a lack of certainty regarding where and 

what they may end up actually teaching. 

 

Being All Things for All People – Christopher Orlando 

 

Teaching world history for the first time was like going to my first piano recital.  But, 

instead of just playing the piano, the audience and the owners of the concert hall that 

booked me expected me to have mastered and played every instrument in the orchestra.  

Fortunately, I have spent some time – albeit minimal – learning the very basics of each 

instrument. I muddle through that day’s performance, feeling a sense of minor 

accomplishment.  After the audience has shuffled out of the concert hall, the owners that 

hired me for the performance approach me.  They want to know if I’d be interested in 

teaching a master class to a group of students.  I reply that I’m interested, and then they 

tell me what will be expected from me if I accept the position.  My responsibilities would 

include: 1) The ability to play every instrument “proficiently”; 2) Teaching every student 

about every instrument; 3) Conveying the singular importance of each instrument and 

why players of that specific instrument believe it is the most worthy of being taught; and 

4) Synthesizing characteristics of every instrument into themes that would fit into the 

bigger picture of music.  I declined the job.   

This was my overwhelming reality throughout my initial days student teaching in 

a world history classroom.  I was placed in a relatively small, rural high school and asked 

to teach world history and U.S. government.  I could not have been more excited!  I have 

continually claimed that my teacher education training prepared me as best as it could.  

This is because it prepared me to be a critical thinker of history.  When approaching a 
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historical text – primary or secondary – I have been taught to judge the credibility of 

sources, analyze arguments through induction and deduction, locate theses and numerous 

other techniques that aid in historical analysis.  After the analysis, I have been taught the 

importance of communicating newly-learned information and then how to act upon it.  I 

attempted to transfer these skills into my world history class during my student teaching 

experience.   

 Another area in which I felt prepared to teach world history was my ability to 

connect themes and “big ideas” throughout a world history curriculum.  During my 

teacher training there were 10 “big ideas” that were taught in my social studies methods 

courses that helped me to organize my world history class: 1) Movement of people; 2) 

Environment; 3) Conflict and conflict resolution 4) Human systems; 5)Major cultures/ 

civilizations; 6) Regions; 7) Importance of chronology; 8) Trade; 9) Expansion (of 

cultures, ideas, practices, etc.); & 10) Globalization.  In addition to using these concepts, 

my social studies methods courses prepared me to utilize a comparative approach in 

teaching world history.  Comparing how human systems and peoples’ interaction with the 

environment was alike and different across different regions and time periods can be a 

fruitful organizer for world history.  Not surprisingly, my students were only comfortable 

in learning history chronologically. Most students – and people in general – are more 

comfortable with the chronological approach than they are with a comparative approach. 

This is because the chronological approach is simpler to understand; it fits our human 

schema of understanding history.  Had I been able to student teach longer, one goal of 

mine would have been to organize a world history course through a combination of 

chronology and a comparative approach.   
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 The biggest difficulty I had in teaching world history was finding an appropriate 

balance between teaching the broad scope of world history and highlighting the 

endeavors of individuals.  Ultimately, I think that my world history students connected 

with stories and anecdotes about individuals more intensely than they did with the plight 

of entire societies or civilizations.  For instance, while students showed moderate interest 

in the fall of the Roman Empire, they loved my brief retelling of Odysseus’s ten-year 

journey to Ithaca after the Trojan War.  I suppose these stories about individual people 

(whether fictional or not) seemed to engage my students because our own lives are filled 

with various triumphs and trials.  However, it is easy to get caught up in the details of 

individual cultures without addressing larger human and global connections.  As I teach 

in the future, I want to make it a priority to find a healthy balance between these two vital 

aspects of a world history course.   

Overall, what I’ve discovered through my student teaching is that the immense 

scale of world history that can make teaching it so overwhelming should actually make it 

liberating.  This is because a world history class has the potential to incorporate every 

culture that humans have ever been a part of.  Having these vast cultural resources allows 

the teacher to pick and choose the most appropriate and engaging examples of any given 

topic that he or she is trying to teach.  While having all examples of human culture at my 

fingertips is a wonderful resource as a world history teacher, it can also be overwhelming 

because of pressure to teach everything. Teaching all cultures, events, and ideas 

throughout world history is clearly not practical.  Even though I am aware of this, there is 

still subtle pressure to include only the most important topics in the curriculum.  This 

pressure exists in a U.S. history class, but to a much lesser extent.   Although the idea of 
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trying to teach the history of the human experience is daunting, because of my teacher 

education training, I believe I am ready to try it. 

I have been quite pleased with my teacher training.  Pedagogically, it has prepared 

me as well as any teacher program could.  The only area in which I would have liked to 

have been more prepared was in world history content.  I feel I have a basic grasp of the 

main topics that will be covered in most world history classes, but I would like to have 

taken more content classes in college that would have covered world history topics.  That 

being said, I understand that with the constraints of time this is probably not practical.   

 

Double Duty in World History – Jason Torres 

Going into the summer before I started my student teaching the one subject I was hoping 

not to have to teach was world history.  Though I was excited to get into the classroom 

and begin teaching and felt like I had a firm grasp of various teaching strategies and 

social studies content, I felt unprepared and less confident in teaching world history.  

 During the Fall of my student teaching, I student taught at a high school teaching 

both U.S. and world history from 1400- present, but had to review some material prior to 

1400. I knew going into this experience I would need to be very well versed in the 

content to be able to communicate clearly to the students.  I also knew that they would 

challenge me by asking more specific questions of the material I was teaching.  I felt 

pretty comfortable about the U.S. classes I was teaching because I knew I had a firm 

grasp of the content.  However, the world history classes were another story.  Throughout 

my teaching it was a bit of struggle to make sure I had a firm grasp of the content, but as I 

went through the semester teaching my content knowledge continued to grow as I taught 
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world history.  It was not uncommon for me to be reading up on the next days materials 

the night before just to make sure I knew what I would be talking about and to be 

prepared for any questions that may arise and after teaching that days lesson I wish I 

could go back and do a few things differently to improve the lessons.  This was never an 

issue or something I felt while teaching U.S. history. 

 In the Spring, I taught 6
th
 grade world history up to 1400, which was much 

smoother having now been in the classroom.  I was more confident being in the 

classroom, but to be honest teaching world history to 6
th
 grade students is much different 

than teaching it to 10
th
 grade students.  I knew the material much better from my own 

personal study than what I had been taught within my history and social studies 

methodology classes.  The content I taught was much more basic and less detailed 

certainly because of the age, therefore lecturing was a much smaller component of class 

instruction than what I taught at 10
th
 grade. What really helped me was using 

supplemental materials (e.g. primary documents, readings outside of the textbook, or 

videos), group work (e.g. group readings or worksheets), projects (e.g. research 

presentations, essays, and debates), and technology to help teach the content to the 

students. 

I feel that my general knowledge of the content was okay for the middle school, 

but certainly could have been better at the high school level.  However, in both teaching 

experiences my ability to take what I have learned in the social studies methods classes 

and combine it with content resources I was able to have successful lessons.  Looking 

back at my teacher education program, I wish the program required more non-European 

courses certainly more ancient world history courses.  I was only required to take one 
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world history survey course, which ended up being taught by a graduate student who only 

focused on teaching 21
st
 century world history.  Because of this I never learned about 

Ancient Egypt, India, Rome, Greece, or China.  Basically, I learned more content about 

these areas during my student teaching than I did as a university student.  I typically took 

history classes I liked and knew a decent amount about. What would have maybe been 

helpful is to probably take a test on historical content as part of the teacher education 

program to determine what areas I need to improve upon and focus on taking history 

courses in those areas.  Nonetheless, my teacher preparation courses were meaningful in 

helping to prepare me for instructing students and dealing with the fundamentals of 

running a classroom and general instruction. 

 

Getting Familiar with World History – Sarah Fairburn 

During the Fall semester of my student teaching, I taught 9
th
 grade world history in a 

rural school district of approximately 600 students.  I began teaching within a week of the 

beginning school year and, over the next seven weeks, taught units on the European 

Reformation and on the fundamentals of Islam and Islamic Empires. In regards to the unit 

on the Reformation, I was very comfortable with this content having taken several 

European history courses. In addition, this is perhaps one of my favorite periods of 

history and was a topic I was very eager to teach.  The effects of the Reformation can 

visually be seen in the communities, from the many denominations of Protestant churches 

in neighborhoods to the varying styles of religious art, thus making a tangible connection 

to the lives of my students and catching their interest, which was a nice boost for a 

beginning student teacher. 
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 The unit on Islam and the Islamic empires was entirely different, as I was 

teaching about a geographical area that my students were familiar with, but through 

different means.  Rather than evidence seen in the community, mainstream media seemed 

to be the basis of any notions of Islam they had because of the conflicts in Iraq and 

Afghanistan.  This was evident in the responses I received from my students. I also felt 

fairly unprepared for this unit due to a lack of background knowledge on Islam in general, 

which was only briefly covered in a couple of classes I had taken. So, I learned as I 

prepared and taught my students. The unit originally was just going to cover the Ottoman, 

Safavid, and Mughal empires, but I believed that my students would be better served by 

also learning the fundamentals of Islam. I was unsure how to even begin this mini-unit, 

and truthfully, I was a little panicked that I was going about it “wrong.”  I did not want to 

offend parents or somehow give my students the wrong impression about Muslims and 

their beliefs. 

I wish, as part of the teacher training, I had some sort of training on how to 

address sensitive subjects, such as the intense bias that I got from my students, that could 

have helped me better teach students to overcome stereotypes about Islam.  A course on 

world religions or a more in-depth experience in an introductory world history course 

would have been useful. There are so many disciplines in social studies that, to wholly 

feel prepared content-wise, I think we would end up with Master’s degrees in history.  

All of the many “survey” classes we take only skim the surface, and I certainly learned a 

lot more preparing the material myself than I did sitting in a lecture hall.  

 

Too Much History, Too Little Time – Leah Levy 
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I taught two sections of 9
th

 grade honors world history in an urban setting with a very 

diverse population of students, although mostly could be classified as being form a low 

socioeconomic background, which provided many challenges in trying to convey many 

different events and eras that are connected, but also separated.  Even though I was able 

to graduate from a wonderful education program, the main obstacle that I encountered 

while teaching world history was: How do I teach such a broad subject area in such little 

time?  

The problem did not come from my methods courses on how to teach, but rather 

from the one world history class that I had taken as an undergraduate, which was an 

overview on the entire history of the world in one semester. The instructor taught it in a 

way that was not exciting or informative. We would sit and take notes on everything from 

Ancient Greece to World War I. This type of overview class makes it impossible to 

actually learn anything of substance and did not contribute to my ability to teach the 

subject. If anything, this class only taught me how not to teach world history and made 

me feel unprepared to teach it. Though I did also take other courses in East Asian, Latin 

American, and U.S. history, when it comes down to it these classes still did not provide 

me with enough content to feel comfortable in teaching world history, besides just 

providing very generalize versions of what happened. Ultimately, the content knowledge 

I need to teach world history did not come from the undergraduate classes that I had 

taken, but from my own personal studying wanting to learn about the subject and further 

my knowledge. 

Because of the expansiveness of world history, students need to be able to connect 

what they are learning to their own lives to make the items they are learning important. If 
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a student feels like what they are learning is relevant to them than they are more likely to 

understand and learn what a teacher is trying to convey to them. This task for a teacher, 

to make the past relate to the present, is one of the hardest responsibilities a history 

teacher has. They need to be able to make something that seems ancient become modern, 

which should help students understand why knowing the past is of benefit to them. 

In teaching world history a teacher has a lot of choices to make. Whether to teach 

chronologically, thematically, by region or people of the world, is a choice that each 

teacher needs to make. In the setting I taught in, the teacher I was student teaching for did 

not choose, they simply followed the textbook chapter by chapter.   If I had a choice, I 

would have tried to take a different approach. I think that teaching straight from the book 

does not entice any students to want to learn. Teaching world history for me is an 

opportunity to help young people find out about the most interesting parts of the world. 

For this reason there must be a better way for students to learn world history and want to 

understand the world they live in through the past.\ 

 

World History in Overdrive – Jessica Gowen  

 

During my childhood, I had the opportunity to live abroad, which led to the development 

of world history as one of my favorite subjects.  Words cannot express my excitement 

when I found out that I would teach 6
th

 grade world history during my final semester of 

student teaching.  The school I was placed at was an urban school where all students are 

required to wear uniforms and pass through metal detectors each morning.  The school 

itself is ethnically diverse, with a high population of Hispanic and African-American 

students from a low socioeconomic background.  My 6
th

 grade students had little to no 
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knowledge of world history prior to entering my classroom, due to the fact that they were 

previously exposed to a very limited amount of social studies instruction throughout their 

elementary years.  Because of this limited exposure, it seemed as if world history was a 

more difficult subject for them to grasp.  

With such diversity in the school, I thought that I would have a certain degree of 

advantage when teaching world history.  I anticipated that these students with varied 

cultural backgrounds would be able to make a personal connection to the history of lands 

outside the U.S.  However, I found that students struggled in making connections and 

maintaining interest due to the expansive time frame and how distant the regions we 

studied were. Though I had taken courses as a secondary and university student relating 

to world history, I still struggled with understanding and teaching historical events and 

concepts within a large time frame, from various regions of the world.  Essentially, I had 

to re-teach myself everything before I taught a unit.  Granted, I now realize that over time, 

my knowledge of these areas and periods will become more fluent.  However, as a pre-

service teacher, or even a first year teacher, I felt that my knowledge was inadequate – I 

was constantly trying to catch up! 

Another challenge in teaching world history was that my school had stick to a 

pacing guide dictated by the district.  This pacing guide outlined what material was to be 

taught in a specific time frame, accompanied by a twenty-question, multiple-choice 

assessment at the end of the unit.  As a pre-service teacher, I struggled with meeting the 

demands of the pacing guide, while also providing an intriguing and challenging 

curriculum for my students.  Because each unit was compartmentalized into four and a 

half week periods, there was a tremendous amount of information that needed to be 
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disseminated to the students in a crunched time frame. My concern as a teacher was not 

whether the student would pass a district-initiated test that did not count for a grade, but 

rather that they thoroughly understood and learned something from the unit.  This was 

easier for me to execute as social studies is not a state-tested subject area, which meant 

that administrators were less attentive to my students’ scores in contrast with those scores 

of math and English language arts.  My overarching goal and challenge, however, has 

always been about making learning experiences memorable and meaningful. 

These experiences and challenges are not uncommon to many novice teachers 

who are teaching world history for the first time, but at times it became very 

overwhelming!  In discussing student teaching experiences with my peers, teaching world 

history is perhaps the most challenging discipline for any social studies teacher due to the 

expansive amount of time covered throughout numerous regions of the world.  There are 

some measures that can be taken throughout training programs to better prepare social 

studies instructors for the rigors of teaching world history.  Rather than the excessive 

focus on peripheral concepts relating to the field of education, such as theory and 

research techniques, teacher-training programs should focus on the areas of modeling and 

method practice.  Introducing pre-service teachers to various activities and methods that 

can be used while teaching world history, such as useful graphic organizers, simulations, 

primary sources, etc. gives them a foundation to start from.  Again, after conversing with 

my peers, my feelings of a lack of methods practice have been validated.  Teacher 

training programs should offer intense courses in the content area with ample field 

observations and method practice for pre-service teachers.  With experience, social 

studies instructors will become more knowledgeable with the content and various 
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techniques that can be successfully implemented when teaching world history.   

Secondary students are not going to enjoy every single class that they have to take.  

Many students in a world history classroom may see the content as a requirement that 

they must trudge through to advance on to the next grade.  However as a teacher, it is 

important to identify and recognize the meaningfulness in the content and express that to 

students in a memorable way.  Often, students do not see the value of content that extends 

beyond their immediate surroundings.  It is up to the educators to push students 

academically to expand their minds.   

 

Conclusion – Thomas Barker  

In reading Chris, Jason, Sarah, Leah, and Jessica’s comments there were two items that 

stuck out as ways to perhaps better prepare pre-service world history teachers.  The first 

of these was that content knowledge was a major issue and concern for them entering the 

world history classroom.  In many ways, I think their experience is typical of not only 

secondary teachers, but also those in higher education who are teaching the world history 

survey course for the first time as well.  Even if these students were required to take 

additional non-American related history courses I am not sure if they would feel anymore 

prepared.  However, I do feel that they could have actually benefited from taking a two-

semester traditional world history course taught by someone who had a natural interest in 

teaching world history.  As Jason described, never having to learn about Ancient Egypt, 

India, Rome, Greece, or China made things much more difficult than if he would have 

had even something as “boring” as Leah described her experience.     
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The second item that may have been beneficial for these five individuals might 

have been a pedagogical course that focused on how to teach world history. Jessica 

makes a very common statement by pre-service teachers in that much of their course 

work focuses on “peripheral concepts” that they do not see as beneficial to their future 

careers and wish that they were actually more involved in modeling and method practice.  

Though in some instances I agree, I do feel that a world history pedagogical course would 

be beneficial since my previous research has indicated that world history teachers use 

different instructional strategies and cover different content than U.S. history teachers.
i
  It 

is perhaps in this type of setting that issues about content that is difficult for students to 

understand, using thematic approaches to connect periods of time and areas separated 

geographically, and relating course material to student’s present days lives could be 

addressed.  However, the issue for many university departments, including my own, is 

having a course that is specifically designed for one of six possible classes that a pre-

service teacher may or may not teach, when they are already have so many course 

requirements already.     

Finally, being a teacher means your education is never over with.  As Chris, Jason, 

Sarah, Leah, and Jessica indicated, their own personal study is what pushed them in the 

classroom.  Those educators who I have found to continually look for new instructional 

approaches and better understand historical content are those who are trying to become 

better teachers.  In my experience, this is something that you cannot really teach.  You 

can only motivate your students in this direction and hope that it sticks.     
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i Barker, T. & O’Brien, J. (2012). “Differences Between U.S. and World History High 
School Teachers in Kansas” World History Bulletin 28 (1) 

 


